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30 June 2020 

In order to best serve our user community, Vitech releases one service pack 60 days after product launch. If necessary, 

we reserve the right to release additional service packs.  

In the table below, the fixed bugs are grouped by area with a description of the main symptom observed. While we 

believe the likelihood of most users being impacted by these issues is low, it is recommended that you install this service 

pack, assuming the service pack deployment within your organization is reasonable. 

We like to incorporate capability enhancements throughout the release cycle. We hope you will share your ideas with us 

by emailing our Customer Support Team at support@vitechcorp.com. 

Unless otherwise noted, the installation of the service pack is the only action required to resolve the problem. 

Reference Description / Resolution Notes 

DOORS Enhancement 

Cache last module ID (13536) The DOORS Connector will now cache the last module ID 
used. 

Data 

Diagnostics test (13487, 13526, 13532, 13533) Many diagnostic tests are incorrect, and some checks are 
missing. For a complete list of the changes, send a 
request to Vitech support. 

Document parser and Custom ribbon (13470) Adding a custom command while in the document parser 
adds a Custom ribbon. 

Duplicating “Constrained Entities” filter (13471) Duplicating constrained entities filter causes error “An 
invalid integer has been specified. A valid entry must be 
provided before continuing.” 

Duplicating Sort Block (13468) Duplicating a sort block using a name already in use 
causes error “A sort block with the same name already 
exists.” 

Edit targets dialog (13556) Selecting an entity from the edit targets dialog can cause 
error “Object reference not set to an instance of an 
object.” 

Entity image within base path (13512) If there is a base graphics path, adding an image to an 
entity on a diagram does not show the image. 

Parameters – Include units (13683) Creating a new parameter in a text field does not include 
the unit’s field. 

PUID Wizard (13453) Opening the PUID wizard a second time causes error 
“Cannot call StartAt when content generation is in 
progress.” 

Tip text on browser (13566) The tip text for the project browser is output in one long 
line. 

Diagrams 
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Reference Description / Resolution Notes 

Drag selection from entity folder (13485) Clicking and dragging an entity from a folder where that 
entity was not previously selected causes the last 
selected entity to be acted upon. 

Renaming node template (13479) Renaming a node template in the name field, then 
clicking on the field type causes error “Value cannot be 
null.” 

Resizing a node type in properties (13585) Resizing one node type through the property pane causes 
all nodes on the diagram to be resized, even if they are 
not the same node type. 

Block diagram – Dragging line labels (12904) Dragging a connecting entity on top of another 
connecting entity does not display the available relations 
between the two entities. 

EFFBD/Activity – CTRL+drag constructs (12795) CTRL+drag of a construct (select, parallel, etc.) only 
moves the entities on that construct. 

Parametric – Toggling show parameters (13480) Toggling the show parameters option causes error 
“Object reference not set to an instance of an object.” 

SysML diagram label (13567) The SysML diagram label outline is too small. 

Use Case – Actor color (13605) The actor color does not change when the line color is 
changed. 

Import 

Table Definitions (13409) Deselecting the table definitions option on an import still 
imports the table definitions. 

Reports/Report Editor 

Reports in Japan (13235) Reopening saved reports when in an environment that 
uses double-byte characters causes error. 

SDD – Physical Block in Component section (13511) The selected component’s physical block diagram is 
missing from the Component section of the SDD. 

TeamView – Error outputting replicates (13489) Outputting a replicate construct on a behavior diagram 
causes error “Object reference not set to an instance of 
an object.” 

TeamView Script (12907) Running the TeamView script causes error “Script 
Execution Error.” 

Spellcheck 

Windows user has space in name (13457) If the Windows user has a space in their name, error 
“Could not find a part of the path…” is reported in the log 
file. 

Simulation 

Stepping through parallel construct (13486) Stepping through the parallel construct shows all 
branches finishing at the same time even when they 
should not. 
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Reference Description / Resolution Notes 

Replicate ID in script (13503) The replicate ID is not accessible through the script. 

Database entities window (13528) Clicking in the database entities pane can causes error 
“Object reference not set to an instance of an object.” 

Constructs in transcript (13445)  The transcript does not output the constructs (Parallel, 
Iterate, etc.) that are being simulated. 

End of simulation prompt (13415) There is no prompt when a simulation completes 
successfully. 

Default sort block (13478) A missing default sort block causes error “Value cannot 
be null” when running a simulation. 

 


